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ABSTRACT

This is a system specially developed for the pipes produce factory named Comsten Industries Sdn Bhd located in Sibu, Sarawak. This is a system which is easy to use by every level of user. The system developed based on the way of Comsten Management environment. This is an application project. The purpose of this system is to help the factory manager to manage the factory, and also to standardize the factory management system. All the reports can be easily generated using the function provided in the Comsten Management System. Within this system, the processes of payroll are simplified and easy to use. This system developed by using the J2EE in Eclipse development tools in majority. The Eclipse plugin may be needed like Jigloo, Hibernate, API, and other else. The report generated by using the crystal report. This system developed based on prototype module that which are reusable. The system used object oriented methodology and using UML (unified Modeling Language) notation in analyzing, designing and architecting the system.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

This is a system designed special for Comsten Industry Sdn Bhd. The main concept of this system is help the Industry manager to manage the worker record, payroll calculation, inventory in and out, and also the quantity control of material.

As an industry manager have to keep the record of entire worker. The record that needed to keep for each worker such as worker daily work hour, salary rate, worker details, worker duty, worker monthly payroll and so on. The welfare provided from Industry to all workers, if the worker needed money for daily use, they can borrow money from industry, after that the worker salary of the month will be getting minus best on how many money had been borrowed. In this care, worker’s monthly salary must not less than total money had been lent of the month.

Manager has to manage the inventory production- pipes in and out. Manager has to keep track of each type PVC pipe that wont out of stock while customer make pipes purchase order in time so that customer can go though their project. The summaries of the total of each pipe produced have to keep by monthly and amount of each time pipes had been sold also have to keep as refer. The record should keep systematically.
1.2 Problem statement(s)

The detail of each worker should be kept in biodata of worker. Each worker have their own total work time of the month, salary rate, experience, duty, bank account number and other else. All those detail needed to refer back every time to calculate the worker monthly salary, and also to change the hourly salary rate and other else. There are not clear enough and also not easy to be edited if all those details are kept in paper work. The record should include all the previous industry workers. It becomes a large number for worker’s details to keep. All the worker’s detail should keep as secret cannot referred by other people else than manager.

Payroll affected by workers’ salary rate, EPF, SOCSO, total work time of the month and also the total money had being lent to the worker. For the payroll calculations, the formula of payroll calculation is totally same but values are difference for each worker. In this case, the manager has to calculate all the worker salary one by one at the end of each month.

In the process of pipes manufacture, each worker should list out the detail of the process manufacture and total of pipes had been produced. After that the supervisor make testing and checking of the pipes manufacture. Lastly the manager should make the summaries of the manufacture, and make update of each types of pipes in documentation. By the total pipes in store that documented, manager manage schedule the process of manufacturing pipes.
1.3 Objective

Worker details storage
- To store the details information of each worker more systematic.
- To store each worker salary rate for calculating the payroll.
- To store the total work hour of each worker.
- To store total amount of money lent to the workers.

Payroll Calculation
- Calculate the salary of each worker.
- Calculate the EPF and also SOCSO.

Inventory control
- To store the quantity production of each type of pipe daily.
- To store as record of each time pipes exported.
- As a control of the total material amount in store.
1.4 Scopes

This system is for the factory administrator to manage the factory more effective. All the documentation becomes standardize and zero error. The management of industry will be much easier. The processes of manufacturing also had being simplified.

This system including the worker’s detail, attendance, payroll, worker respond in manufacturing process and other else. All of those are manage by the industry manager. This system including the basic of this management and reduce the random of mistake in laugh number of production and also the product export. The calculation of worker salary should be standardized and be more secured. The system also can keeps record of each worker, and store it. The process of updating manufacture, inventory and worker detail become automatically.

1.5 Project significance

The system can help the industry manager manage the industry in simplified way and also more systematic. The system will help the manager to generate and summaries the manufacturing. The industry manage also can use this system to calculate each workers payroll at the end of each month. With this system, the manager can know the overall of inventory status by clearly, accurate and easy. The factory can avoid from out of store if customer needed product on time. The deceit in worker attendance can be minimized.
1.6 Expected Output

- Clear and editable worker’s information detail.
- Calculate worker’s salary base on total work hours.
- Record total amount money had been lent to each worker.
- Calculate EPF, SOCSO of each worker.
- Auto- summaries the manufacturing detail.
- Record pipes production of each worker.
- More secure in manufacture documentation.

1.7 Conclusion

With this system the management of the factory can be more standardize and systematic. The probability of damage because of human negligence in management can be reducing to minimum. The industry manager can pay more attention to manage others like the customer service, better sales, workers welfare and other else. This system designed special for help the Comsten Industries in manufacturing management.